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Emergency Restoration Services.
Rapid Recovery Starts with One Call
When your property is damaged, emergency response 
time is vital.  Minutes can make the difference between 
recovery and total loss. HARBRO’s trained specialists are 
positioned to respond to your needs at any time, day or 
night, within minutes. 

One call to our 24/7/365 emergency hot line activates a 
rapid response team of experienced professionals who 
will quickly stabilize the situation, mitigate “secondary 
damages,” and begin the restoration process. 

GC License #: AZ - 292527, CA 216320, 1001805, BUS2015-02814, DOSH 1117,  
NV - 0080345, OR - CCB221166, WA - CC Bluskrc8543E

HARBRO Water Damage Response:
 

 D Immediate action
 D Moisture detection with infrared technology
 D Temporary power distribution
 D Water extraction and pumping
 D Monitored structural drying
 D Sewage clean-up, sanitation and disposal
 D Disinfection and odor neutralization
 D Total reconstruction

HARBRO Fire Loss & Clean-Up:
 D Immediate action
 D Emergency board up & temporary roof cover
 D Structural shoring & bracing
 D Temporary power distribution
 D Fast track demolition & clean-up
 D Smoke & soot removal
 D Total reconstruction

Environmental Decontamination:

 D Erection of negative air pressure containments
 D Mold remediation, clean-up
 D 24-hour air quality monitoring
 D Lead and asbestos removal
 D Total reconstruction

Here When You Need Us
When Disasters Strike, HARBRO  

turns uncertainty into organized recovery, 
ensuring effective operational recovery.



HARBRO.com

24/7/365 Emergency Line: 800.266.5677 

We’ve Been Defining An Industry Since 1961
Since HARBRO’s founding in 1961, we have experienced a 
broad spectrum of natural disasters and emergencies including 
earthquakes, wildfires, windstorms, monsoons, mudslides,  
tornados, rainstorms and other seasonal storms. We’ve also 
successfully handled the worst man-made disasters such as 
explosions and fires, roof collapses, vandalism, burst pipes  
and sewage inundation that cause major water damage.

Our integrity, dedication to detail and ethical business practices 
have earned HARBRO the respect of property owners and  
managers throughout the region. 
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Our Mission:
Our mission is to provide victims  

of disaster immediate restoration  
services with the utmost integrity,  

dedication to quality, and outstanding 
customer service.

Experience Matters.

HARBRO Provides Disaster Restoration Services for:
 D Water damage from storms, pipe bursts, leaks and more
 D Fire, smoke and soot damage
 D Environmental, mold, lead, and asbestos abatement
 D Vehicle collision into properties and other structures
 D Earthquakes and structural damage
 D Wind damage and collapsed roofs
 D Monsoons
 D Construction defects and more

OUR VALUES

Integrity:  We do what we say we will do. We act with honesty and 
accept accountability for our actions.

Loyalty:  We are faithful to our clients, each other and to our company.

Quality:  We strive to both restore and deliver lasting value to our 
customers using creative solutions.

Responsiveness:  We feel a sense of urgency on any matters related to 
our customers. We are a customer-driven company.

Teamwork:  We are the most effective when our entire team  
works towards a common goal.


